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Armstrong’s ceiling solutions offer the highest

levels of reliability and performance.

As one of the world’s leading manufacturers 

of mineral ceilings, the Armstrong name is

synonymous with quality – from our

outstanding range of products through to our

project management, maintenance and support

services. With solutions that combine

innovation with tradition, safety with

functionality, and aesthetic appearance with

practicality – we are able to meet all our

clients’ requirements for both standard and

customised ceilings.

While our network of skilled sales teams and

technicians ensures that the highest standards 

of design, materials and workmanship are

available to clients the world over, our advanced

production facilities and use of the latest

technology enables us to develop and deliver the

most flexible product ranges. We believe that our

collaborative approach is the key to our success.

Armstrong works closely with an ever-increasing

number of customers, architects, planners and

contractors who have come to rely on our

innovative strength and project expertise to turn

even the most complex and challenging

concepts into an inspiring reality.

Armstrong is providing clients with more choice

than ever before. We have introduced a range of

metal ceiling systems that are developed,

manufactured and marketed throughout the

world by the Armstrong Metal Ceilings Group.

Our extensive manufacturing capabilities allow us

to produce a wide variation of system types from

production-oriented standard modular tiles to

individually crafted shapes, sizes and forms. 
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The Armstrong Metal Ceilings Group specialises

in the development, manufacture and

international sales and marketing of metal ceiling

systems. Under the brand name, Orcal, we offer

a selected range of standard panel types and

systems that cover most general metal ceiling

requirements while delivering high quality and

fast availability at a cost effective price. You 

will find the complete range of Orcal products

featured in the following pages of this brochure,

along with information on our Gema brand (page

5) which provides greater design flexibility to

meet the demands of specialised and custom

solutions.

Whatever your requirements, Armstrong will

ensure that your lighting, air conditioning,

acoustic, information technology and fire

protection needs are integrated into your 

system to create one entire and harmonious

metal ceiling solution. 



Over the years we have produced millions of

square meters of ceilings for customers around

the world. In every location, the Armstrong

trademark represents high standards of materials

and workmanship. At the heart of our success is

the extraordinary contribution made by the

Armstrong Metal Ceiling Group’s 400 employees,

whose planning and technical skills are matched

only by their enthusiasm for continually

improving even time-tested solutions. The

combination of these talents and a network of

production facilities and sales offices means that

we can deliver a world-class service to

customers in Europe and beyond. 

Our sales force is the largest and most

experienced in the industry, successfully

delivering our metal ceilings to every corner of

the European market. Supported by Internal

Technical Sales groups and Customer Order

sales offices, our field representatives work

closely with specifiers, contractors and

distributors to identify the most appropriate

systems and ensure the ordering process goes

smoothly. Because we are quick to exploit the

latest digital information and communication

pathways, we have created a global network of

sales expertise that customers can access from

any location in the world.

Because of the fast pace of the modern building

industry, construction materials must be readily

obtainable. At Armstrong, we have a reputation

for meeting market demands with high

availability and rapid delivery of products.

Standard items from the Orcal range are

available to customers through our four major

European distribution centres. While the more

popular types can usually be supplied from

stock, direct delivery from the manufacturing

plants can be arranged to meet the building

schedules of larger site projects. 
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ARMSTRONG
SERVICES

Fast and effective service

Stafford

Madrid

St. Gallen

Paris

Uxbridge

A world-class organisation Sales expertise in your area

Armstrong has the people, the products and the facilities

to deliver quality ceiling solutions throughout Europe



Armstrong is known for quality the world over,

and has achieved ISO 9001/ 9002 accreditation.

We recognise the importance of our staff in

maintaining quality in both our products and

customer services, and it is their commitment

that places us amongst the leading international

providers of metal ceiling solutions.

The durability and longevity of metal ceilings is a

feature of their popularity. Carefully installed and

properly maintained, metal ceilings will remain in

good condition for many years. In specific

circumstances we are able to offer extended

warranties for our products. For further details

please contact your local Armstrong office.  

Armstrong keeps in constant touch with its

customers worldwide, using both traditional

means of communication and all the latest

technologies available. The Armstrong web site

has been created as a user friendly performance

tool to meet your design requirements. It is

updated continuously and provides fast access

to practical information at the click of a button.

Among its many functions you can discover new

products, select a ceiling from various criteria,

and order samples and literature. 
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ARMSTRONG SERVICES

ARMSTRONG

METAL CEILING PLANTS

EUROPE

Madrid, Spain

Rankweil, Austria

St. Gallen, Switzerland

Stafford, United Kingdom

Quality throughout WebsiteGuarantee

ARMSTRONG

SALES OFFICES

Breda, Netherlands

serving Belgium, Luxembourg, Netherlands

and Germany

Moscow, Russia

serving The Community of Independent

States

Paris, France

serving France, Greece, Italy, Portugal 

and Spain

Uxbridge, United Kingdom

serving Africa and Middle East, Republic of

Ireland and United Kingdom

Warsaw, Poland

serving Central and Eastern Europe

Breda

Rankweil

Warsaw

Moscow
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ADVANCED
CAPABILITIES

With modern, fully equipped production

facilities and flexible product solutions,

Armstrong has the capability to meet

ceiling construction needs now and in

the future.

State-of-the-art manufacturing 

Modern building projects demand a wide

variety of metal ceiling systems, and in

turn, these specifications require diverse

manufacturing capabilities. With our

modern, fully equipped and efficient

production facilities, Armstrong can

guarantee optimal capacity utilisation and

extremely flexible production that meets

the needs of any size or complexity of

project. We also ensure that only the finest

quality products reach our customers

through efficiently organised processes

and continuous quality management.

Our factories feature everything from fixed

tooling for the volume production of

standard panels, to highly sophisticated

automatic folding lines for flexible panel

size and edge detailing. For customised

solutions, we utilise the very latest

technology in laser cutting and shaping,

coupled with CNC forming equipment

operated by skilled and experienced staff.

Whether the product specified is a

standard or specialised design, precision

perforating and levelling lines ensure

repeated accuracy. Finally, all of our panels

are painted with a durable polyester

powder coat which is electro-statically

applied by calibrated spray equipment for

a consistently high quality finish.

Engineered metal ceilings

Armstrong, the name synonymous 

with quality and service
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ADVANCED CAPABILITIES

High capacity perforating lines

Riyadh Airport

Custom-made ceilings for 

any purpose

The Gema brand represents the

customised aspect of our metal ceilings

solutions. Focused on design expertise

and specialised manufacturing capability,

the Gema brand fully utilises the extensive

production facilities of the Armstrong

Metal Ceilings Group.

Our experienced team of technicians work

closely with our customers from design

concept to completion, developing ideas

and engineering metal ceiling solutions to

satisfy individual requirements. We can

manage even the largest and most

complex projects involving a multitude of

panel types and sizes, special sections,

details for ceiling perimeters and

interfaces, curved ceilings – and more –

through the innovative strength of the

Gema brand. 

If you have a requirement over and above

the wide range of standard products

featured in this brochure, we will be happy

to provide a customised solution for your

project. Please contact us so we can

discuss the capabilities of Gema and

provide an engineered solution that will

exactly meet your needs.

Laser profiling and hand formed special details

Precision automated panel folding
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PRODUCT
RANGE

Axal – page 10-13 Clip-In 3mm Bevel – page 14-15 

Swing down – page 16-17

Clip-In 5mm Bevel – page 18-19

Tegular 8mm/16mm – page 20-21 Tegular 11mm bevel – page 20-21

MicroLook 8mm/16mm – page 24-25

Flush Tegular – page 22

Fastrak 331 – page 26-27Board – page 23
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PERFORATIONS
AND COLOURS

Hook-On – page 28-29 Planks – page 30-31

Premium B15 – page 32-33

Perforations

1. Extra Microperforation

2. Microperforation

3. Standard Perforation

See pages 36-37

Standard colours

RAL 9010 pure white 20% gloss

Global White 20% gloss

Colours available on request

RAL 9001 Cream

RAL 9002 Grey white

RAL 9016 Traffic white

RAL 9006 White aluminium

RAL 9007 Grey aluminium

Special colours

Other RAL colours available on request

See pages 34-35

1

2

3
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A SUITABLE
CEILING

OFFICE RETAIL TRANSPORT

People spend an average of 1800 hours per

year in the office. Consequently it is not just a

working space. It is important that the level of

comfort is taken into account and be flexible

enough to integrate new technologies. 

Design

The reception is a company’s showcase. In more

general terms, lighting, colour and decor have an

important impact on staff well-being. 

Lighting

Although natural light is generally preferred, it

appears that many modern offices require

artificial lighting in order to create a comfortable

environment. 

Acoustics

It is difficult to work if you can hear every word

of a conversation taking place in the next office.

Noise originating from areas close by have to be

attenuated and the sound absorption for an

individual office has to be achieved.

Integrating services

Lighting, speakers, air conditioning, ventilation,

smoke detectors are essential components that

can be incorporated into the ceiling.

Durability

Durable ceiling tiles ensure that when the tiles

need to be removed for service maintenance or

cleaning, the risk of tile damage is minimised.

The powder coat finish provides a tough, durable

finish that can be easily cleaned.

Ambience and product presentation are key

elements for a successful retail business. In

this scenario, the choice of a ceiling can play

an important role.

Acoustics

Ceilings offer an opportunity to play an important

role in terms of acoustics. In a retail

environment, noise absorption is the prime

factor. Not to mention banking establishments,

where a quiet atmosphere is preferred! To

choose the right tile for a retail area, acoustic

requirements such as sound attenuation and

sound absorption need to be considered.

Fire

Particularly in an establishment open to the

public, fire reaction and fire resistance properties

of the suspended ceiling, can be of critical

importance. 

Demountability

Nothing is more disruptive than an area in a

shop closed off while a leak or an electrical

problem is being repaired. Hence the importance

of demountability of the ceiling, which also

means that decor can be arranged or regularly

freshened up. 

Another key factor contributing to the functional

efficiency and attractiveness of sales premises is

sign posting, helping the customers find their

way round the aisles. The correct choice of a

ceiling suspension system will provide maximum

flexibility and mobility, enabling you to change

the space and move partitions when necessary.

Design and functionality play an important role

in transportation ceiling design. Due to the

high density of traffic, durability and

demountability are critical factors to be taken

into consideration in the overall design. 

Design

It is often important to create a convivial and

relaxed environment, in which waiting becomes a

more pleasant experience. A successful ceiling

design with good lighting will create a warm

atmosphere. Signage is an important element of

ceiling design, and the ceiling grid system can

play an important role to help achieve this. 

Acoustics

Airports or stations are frequently very noisy

places where acoustical control is an important

issue. As the acoustical needs are different from

one area to another, each space needs to be

treated separately.

Demountability

Added to this, the panels frequently have to be

demountable. Access to the plenum should be

quick and easy. A good solution is to choose a

tile with downward access or with a swing down

option.

Durability

The powder coat finish provides a tough, 

durable finish that can be easily cleaned. 
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HEALTH EDUCATION

Every medical environment requires special

treatment. In one instance, hygiene is the prime

consideration. There are many criteria, which

have to be taken into account for the safety and

comfort of staff, doctors, patients and visitors. 

Resistance to dust and microbes 

A smooth ceiling surface is ideal for treatment

rooms and utility areas.

Washability

Medical environments require high levels of

cleanliness, it is therefore essential that the

specifier chooses a ceiling with a durable and

easily cleaned finish. 

Demountability

In hospitals, it is usually the plenum above

corridors and technical areas that contain the

largest number of electrical circuits, ventilation

ducts, air extraction ducts etc, creating a

demand for demountable panels. 

Acoustics

Acoustic performance can be important,

particularly in areas that regularly accommodate

large numbers of people. Acoustic insulation can

be especially important to maintain the

confidentiality of medical information. 

Design

Aesthetic and technical design requirements

influence the well-being of staff and patients. 

Light

Wards generally have windows that create a

more pleasant atmosphere for the patients. On

the other hand, in technical areas, the absence

of windows necessitates the need for integrated

light fittings.

Many educational establishments continue to

be plagued by poor acoustics. This interferes

with the ability of teachers and pupils to

communicate effectively, which can result in

impairment of the learning process. 

Acoustics

Irrespective of the size of a teaching space and

the use for which it is intended, certain acoustic

criteria must be considered. One of the most

important of these is Reverberation Time. This is

a measure of how decaying sound persists in a

room and it tells us how ‘lively’ or ‘dead’ a

room's acoustics will be and how loud or quiet

noise levels sound. For any room, depending

upon its size and whether it is primarily for

speech or music, there will be an optimum

reverberation time range. 

Design

Since we all enjoy working in a pleasant

environment, design and appearance have

become important criteria in school architecture.

Light reflection 

A bright environment makes everything clearer. 

It makes reading and therefore learning easier. 

The ceiling can play a crucial part in optimising

light reflectance and can even produce 

energy savings.

Integrating services

Lighting, speakers, smoke detectors, ventilation

grilles… the ceiling must be able to incorporate

numerous components.

Durability and strength

Pupils come and go but ceilings stay intact.

Hence the importance of choosing materials

capable of withstanding degradation,

maintenance work and climatic changes.

Washability and hygiene

Certain environments, such as kitchens,

laboratories and cloakrooms, need particular

attention with regards to cleaning. 

Budget

Ceilings are just one part of a total budget.

However, choosing the most appropriate option

does not necessarily mean increasing the cost.
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AXAL

Axal has an exclusive engineered design

that creates a crisp architectural reveal

between tiles. The patented edge detail

and spring system provides simple

installation on a conventional 24mm

exposed tee grid and allows any tile to be

removed and reinstalled without the use 

of tools.

The clever design of the Axal tile utilises

the most economic and commonly used

suspension system to achieve a semi-

concealed appearance. By reducing the

visible width of the grid to 6mm, the self-

locating tiles create a classic shadow 

line effect.

For best results we recommend that Axal

is installed on Armstrong Trulok Prelude

24XL grid.

KPMG Milton Keynes

Axal in Microperforation with

plasterboard perimeter margins
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AXAL

Simple fingertouch release

Downward demountability provides easy

access to the ceiling void

Axal tiles are downwardly demountable

and can be removed from the grid by a

fingertouch release. This is a major benefit

in situations where there is a minimum

plenum depth, or where there are

restrictions in the ceiling void due to

building services equipment. 

Where necessary, a purpose designed

section from the Armstrong Axiom range

provides a simple and effective interface

between Axal and plasterboard perimeter

margins. 

Axal’s unique design achieves a semi-concealed appearance
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AXAL

Engaged edge

Non-engaged edge

6mm

Installation Sequence

1

2

3

Spring edge
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AXAL

General Details

Material Zinc coated steel.

Face Pattern Plain

Standard Perforation

Microperforation

Extra Microperforation

Sizes (mm) 600 x 600

Finish Polyester powder coat

Availability of products may vary according to

location. Please contact your local Armstrong

office for specific product range information.
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CLIP-IN
3mm Bevel

Millennium Point, Birmingham

Clip-In 3mm Bevel with Standard Perforation

Clip-In is a popular choice for specifiers

requiring a concealed grid metal ceiling.

The refined 3mm bevel edge detailing of

the tile brings a monolithic appearance to

the ceiling design.

Clip-In tiles are used in a wide variety of

locations, from small service areas to large

commercial office buildings and major

transportation terminals. They are

downwardly demountable with the use of

an extractor tool and provide full access

to the ceiling void.

Orcal Clip-In 3mm Bevel tiles are installed

on Orcal 3000 Suspension - a new

concept in concealed grid systems,

designed to allow simple and quick

installation with minimum tools.

Further details can be found on pages 40 & 41.



General Details

Material Zinc coated steel.

Face Pattern Plain

Standard Perforation

Microperforation

Extra Microperforation

Sizes (mm) 600 x 600

625 x 625

600 x 300

625 x 312.5

500 x 500

1200 x 300

1200 x 600

1800 x 400

Finish Polyester powder coat

Availability of products may vary according to

location. Please contact your local Armstrong

office for specific product range information.
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CLIP-IN 3mm Bevel

Downward demountability
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CLIP-IN
SWING DOWN

Clip-In swing down

Swing Down tiles are useful in

high level ceiling applications

To compliment our Clip-In 3mm Bevel

range we offer a Swing Down option.

Swing Down tiles are particularly useful 

in situations where regular access to the

ceiling plenum is required.

As with standard Clip-In, Clip-In Swing

Down tiles are downwardly demountable

with the additional benefit of being

retained within the grid in a vertical

position.

Two types of Swing Down tiles are

available in the Orcal range.

Type ‘S’ is a dedicated 600 x 600mm

module tile, which features a pivot detail

pressed into the edges of the tile. The

detail provides in-line demountability and 

a sliding action to allow larger access to

the ceiling plenum.

Type ‘Q’ utilises our specially developed

‘Q-Clip’ attachment for the Orcal 3000

Suspension. This particular method allows

for Swing Down tiles to be offered in a

much wider range of sizes.
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CLIP-IN SWING DOWN

General Details

Material Zinc coated steel.

Face Pattern Plain

Standard Perforation

Microperforation

Extra Microperforation

Sizes (mm) Type S 

600 x 600mm

Type Q

600 x 600

625 x 625

500 x 500

1200 x 300

1200 x 600

1800 x 400

Finish Polyester powder coat

Availability of products may vary according to

location. Please contact your local Armstrong

office for specific product range information.

Type ‘Q’

Type ‘S’
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CLIP-IN
5mm bevel

Atrium Court, Bracknell

Clip-In 5mm Bevel with Microperforation

The most traditional of metal ceiling tiles

and established over many years, Clip-In

5mm Bevel tiles are available in a wide

range of sizes and offer a bolder modular

appearance.

Installed on System 1800 Spring Tee Bar

grid, Clip-In 5mm Bevel tiles are

downwardly demountable with the use of

an extractor tool and provide full access

to the ceiling void.



General Details

Material Zinc coated steel.

Face Pattern Plain

Standard Perforation

Microperforation

Sizes (mm) 600 x 600

600 x 300

675 x 675

500 x 500

1200 x 300

1500 x 300

1200 x 600

Finish Polyester powder coat

Availability of products may vary according to

location. Please contact your local Armstrong

office for specific product range information.
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CLIP-IN 5mm bevel
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TEGULAR

École Supérieure 

de Commerce, Dijon

The simplicity of Tegular lay-in tiles is the

key to their popularity. Designed for use

with 24mm wide exposed tee grid, Orcal

Tegular tiles are used in a variety of ceiling

areas. The tiles are easily lifted out of the

grid by hand, allowing full access to the

ceiling void. 

Orcal Tegular tiles are available in

Armstrong ‘Global White’ colour finish, to

compliment Armstrong Trulok Prelude 

24 TL / XL exposed grid systems.

We offer a choice of Tegular edge tiles

with a bevel edge or square edge version

which is available in two depths.
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TEGULAR

Tegular 24/11 Bevel Tegular 24/16 Tegular 24/8

General Details

Material Zinc coated steel.

Face Pattern Plain

Standard Perforation

Microperforation

Sizes (mm) 8mm deep

600 x 600

675 x 675

500 x 500

16mm deep

600 x 600

675 x 675

500 x 500

11mm deep bevel edge

600 x 600

625 x 625

Finish Polyester powder coat

Availability of products may vary according to

location. Please contact your local Armstrong

office for specific product range information.
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General Details

Material Zinc coated steel.

Face Pattern Plain

Standard Perforation

Microperforation

Extra Microperforation

Sizes (mm) 600x600

625x625

Finish Polyester powder coat

Availability of products may vary according to

location. Please contact your local Armstrong

office for specific product range information.

FLUSH TEGULAR

Flush Tegular is a variation of our standard

Tegular range. These tiles retain the same

simple attributes of installation and

accessibility, but have a subtle edge detail

that enables the tile to lay flush with the

exposed tee bar grid to provide an in-line

finish.

Orcal Flush Tegular tiles are available in

Armstrong ‘Global White’ colour finish and

are recommended for use with Armstrong

Trulok Prelude 24 TL exposed grid

systems.

Flush Tegular with Standard Perforation
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General Details

Material Zinc coated steel.

Face Pattern Plain

Standard Perforation

Microperforation

Sizes (mm) 600x600

625x625

1200x600

Finish Polyester powder coat

Availability of products may vary according to

location. Please contact your local Armstrong

office for specific product range information.

BOARD

Orcal Board lay-in tiles offer a practical

choice in more functional situations where

the durability of a metal tile is needed.

Recommended for use with 24mm

exposed tee grid, the tiles can also be 

laid into 15mm wide exposed grid, and

are available in Armstrong ‘Global White’

colour finish. No tools are required for

installation or removal which is simply

done by hand.

Board lay-in, Plain. Durable and easily maintained
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MICROLOOK

MicroLook 15/8 with Extra Microperforation and

Silhouette 3mm grid

MicroLook is one of the most popular

products in the Orcal range.

Widely used in a variety of situations, from

the most simple refurbishment to highly

integrated office projects, Orcal MicroLook

is a preferred choice with specifiers.

Designed for use with the more subtle

15mm wide grid systems, MicroLook tiles

are available in two edge depths – 8mm

and 16mm. 

For a flush ceiling appearance, the 8mm

deep MicroLook tiles can be used with 

the Trulok Silhouette grid system, which

also provides a location for the fixing of

partition head channels or easy

suspension of signage.

to be shot

Procter & Gamble, Weybridge



General Details

Material Zinc coated steel.

Face Pattern Plain

Standard Perforation

Microperforation

Extra Microperforation

Sizes (mm) 8mm deep

600 x 600

675 x 675

500 x 500

16mm deep

600 x 600

675 x 675

500 x 500

Finish Polyester powder coat

Availability of products may vary according to

location. Please contact your local Armstrong

office for specific product range information.
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MICROLOOK

Partition fixed to Silhouette 6mm grid
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FASTRAK 331

Linear grid metal ceilings are remarkably

versatile. Successfully combining

functionality with stylish simplicity, they are

one of the most widely specified systems. 

Fastrak 331 is quick to install and is

particularly suitable for large ceiling areas.

The C-Profile linear grid sections are

usually installed at centres to suit the

building module and accentuate one

principal direction. They also provide the

location point for partition walls.

Rectangular Fastrak 331 panels simply

span between the C-Profile grid and are

installed and removed without the use of

tools.

A feature of the standard Fastrak 331

panel is the ability to hang the tiles

vertically from the C-Profile section once

removed. The simplicity of the system

creates large areas of uninterrupted

access to the ceiling void.

In the interests of service and economy,

the Orcal Fastrak 331 system features the

popular 100mm wide C-Profile section

and a range of standard panel sizes.

However, the Armstrong Internal Technical

Sales team will be happy to provide

information on our much wider range of 

C-Profile widths and panel sizes that are

available to suit specific requirements.

Fastrak 331

Fastrak 331



General Details

Material Zinc coated steel.

Face Pattern Plain

Standard Perforation

Microperforation

Extra Microperforation

Sizes (mm) Standard module

1400 x 300

1400 x 500

Variable Module

Width: - 300, 312.5, 400

Length: - 900 to 2000

C-Profile 4000 x 100

Finish Polyester powder coat

Supplied with 3mm black gaskets adhered to tiles

Availability of products may vary according to

location. Please contact your local Armstrong

office for specific product range information.
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FASTRAK 331

Simple demountability and vertically 

hung panels
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HOOK-ON

Hook-On

Hook-On

Orcal Hook-On rectangular panels are

eminently suitable for large ceiling areas

and corridors. Utilising a concealed

suspension system, the ceiling has a

monolithic appearance. The individual

panels are removed without the use of

tools, enabling easy access to the ceiling

void.

Orcal Hook-On panels are designed for

use with Orcal 3000 Suspension - a new

concept in concealed grid systems, which

allows simple and quick installation with

minimum tools.

Further details can be found on pages 40 & 41.



General Details

Material Zinc coated steel.

Face Pattern Plain

Standard Perforation

Microperforation

Extra Microperforation

Sizes (mm) Standard module

1500 x 400

2000 x 400

2500 x 400

Variable module

Width: - 300

Length: - 900 to 2000

Finish Polyester powder coat

Supplied with 3mm black gaskets adhered to tiles

Availability of products may vary according to

location. Please contact your local Armstrong

office for specific product range information.
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HOOK-ON
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PLANKS

Planks

Planks

Rectangular planks are used in a multitude

of ways. A common application is in

corridors where the panels simply span

between wall angles. Planks are also

installed in general office situations,

suspended from linear grid sections and

exposed tee bars.

The Orcal Plank range offers a choice of

sizes and the following edge details to the

short side of the panels: -

Type ‘SE’ Square Edge

Type ‘TE8’ Tegular 8mm deep

Type ‘TE16’ Tegular 16mm deep

Type ‘TE30’ Tegular 30mm deep



General Details

Material Zinc coated steel.

Face Pattern Plain

Standard Perforation

Microperforation

Extra Microperforation

Sizes (mm) Width: - 300

Length: - 900 to 2000

Finish Polyester powder coat

Availability of products may vary according to

location. Please contact your local Armstrong

office for specific product range information.
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PLANKS

length variable 900mm – 2000mm

2
0

m
m

length variable 900mm – 2000mm

8
m

m

8mm

length variable 900mm – 2000mm

1
6

m
m

8mm

Plank Type ‘SE’ - Lay-In
Edge Detail Short Sides:
Square edge, 20mm high.

Plank Type ‘TE8’
Edge Detail Short Sides: 
Tegular 8mm square edge.

Plank Type ‘TE16’
Edge Detail Short Sides: 
Tegular 16mm square edge.

Linear grid (Bandraster)

Exposed 24mm T bar

C-Profile

length variable 900mm – 2000mm

3
0

m
m

8mm

Plank Type ‘TE30’
Edge Detail Short Sides: 
Tegular 30mm square edge.
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PREMIUM B15

Premium B15 acoustic infill

Acoustically enhanced metal ceilings

Armstrong is one of the world’s larger

manufacturers of suspended ceiling

systems. We have combined our mineral

and metal tile technologies to create Orcal

‘Premium’ – an exclusive range of high

acoustic performance metal ceilings.

Premium B15 is an acoustic infill solution

for use with standard Orcal metal ceiling

tiles. The specially developed 15mm thick

infills optimise absorption performance

with high room-to-room sound attenuation

Premium B15 mineral infills are factory

fitted into Orcal metal tiles and are

supplied as a complete acoustic unit.

With Orcal Premium B15, tiles are taken

from the carton and fitted directly in to the

ceiling grid.

Complete unit construction avoids ‘pattern

staining’ which is associated with

incorrectly fitted mineral wool acoustic

pads in metal tiles.

Axal with Premium B15 infill, enhancing

room-to-room sound attenuation
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PREMIUM B15

Perforation Pattern Room-to-Room Sound Absorption

Sound Attenuation

Dncw �w NRC

Plain 47dB 0.10(L) 0.10

Standard Perforation 41dB 0.60(H) 0.60

Microperforation 41dB 0.60(H) 0.60

Extra Microperforation 40dB 0.65 0.60

Premium B15 provides absorption in

circulation areas, and achieves high

attenuation performance in cellular

offices.

Optimising sound control 

Acoustic suspended ceilings are often

required to control sound in different ways

in different parts of a building. In general,

ceilings in open plan areas will be of a

porous nature to absorb sound, whereas

ceilings over cellular partitioned offices

need to be of a much higher mass to

prevent the transmission of sound from

one room to the next. This is a difficult

combination to achieve in one single

product.

Typically, low density mineral wool

acoustic pads are used as the infill to the

metal tiles in open plan areas, and for

adjacent cellular offices are ‘upgraded’ by

either steel or plasterboard overlay sheets.

However, this greater mass usually has an

adverse effect on the absorptive quality of

the infill material, meaning much lower

coefficients are achieved. 

Also, upgrading the tiles to achieve the

greater mass needed for speech privacy

comes at a price. To keep costs to a

minimum, the upgrade is usually carried

out as a ‘retro-fit’ once the partition layout

has been determined, and only applied to

the specific tiles in the cellular areas. The

drawback is that any future changes to

the office environment would require

further disruptive and costly retro-fitting of

the suspended ceiling, to ensure acoustic

compatibility. 

Now, there is a simple and cost-effective

way to address the problem. Orcal

Premium enhances acoustic metal ceiling

capabilities by blending high sound

attenuation and absorption performances

in one single infill solution from the outset

of the installation.
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POWDER
COAT
FINISH

Formed tiles being loaded onto line prior 

to powder coat application

High quality smooth appearance

The standard finish to metal ceiling panels

in the Orcal range is a high quality

polyester powder coating. The new

technology polymer powders we use are

specifically developed for the architectural

industry, and are applied to our panels

once formed.  Aesthetically, the powder

coat finish to Orcal products creates a

smooth, satin appearance, which conceals

its resilient technical qualities. 

Electro-statically applied and oven cured,

powder coat finishes have a greater film

thickness than wet paint applications or

products manufactured from pre-painted

steel coil, and give a more durable and

impact resistant surface. Powder coat

finishes are UV stable, do not support

micro-biological growth and are easily

cleaned.

Consistency of finish is of paramount

importance, and continuous quality

management processes measure the film

thickness, colour and gloss levels applied

to Orcal products, to achieve maximum

quality performance.

The powder coat finish is applied to the

visible face and is eminently suitable for

most general interior situations with

ambient humidity and temperature levels.

However, for external applications or

environments with high humidity levels, 

we advise that products are supplied with

powder coat finish to both the visible and

the rear faces. Also, in these situations

we recommend the use of plain

(unperforated) tiles.
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POWDER COAT FINISH

Standard Colours

RAL 9010 – widely used across Europe

and is generally considered to be the

industry standard colour. 

‘Global White’ – specially developed by

ourselves to compliment the Armstrong

Trulok range of exposed tee grids

Semi-Standard Colours

RAL 9001, RAL 9002, RAL 9016 – three

alternative shades of white commonly

used.

RAL 9006, RAL 9007 – two popular

shades of silver grey.

For non-standard colour requirements,

please contact your local Armstrong sales

office.

Gloss

Standard Colours 20%

Semi-Standard Colours 30%

Measured using 60° geometry.

Light Reflectance

Pattern RAL 9010 Global White 

20% Gloss 20% Gloss

Plain (Unperforated) 87% 77%

Extra Microperf with Black Fleece 85% 76%

Microperf with Black Fleece 71% 63%

Standard Perf with Black Fleece 75% 68%

Formed tiles after electrostatic powder coating

Measured in accordance with ASTM 1477-98
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PERFORATIONS

Perforating steel to the quality necessary

for the manufacture of metal ceiling tiles

requires extremely high levels of accuracy

and care. Working at around 500 strokes

per minute, the punch pins of the

perforation tool puncture the steel coils

with a press force of up to 200 tonnes –

under these conditions there is little

margin for error. The in-house perforating

capabilities of the Armstrong Metal

Ceilings Group are world class. Our plants

feature sophisticated coil fed perforation

presses designed to provide high levels of

accuracy and repeatability. Computerised

punch control systems achieve precise

alignment of the perforation pattern and

plain border details to panel edges.

Following the perforation operation

adjustable roller levelling equipment

remove stress from the steel to achieve 

a controlled flatness, prior to the tiles

being formed.



Most items with Standard Perforation, and

Microperforation are produced with a nominal

10mm plain border to the tile edge. Orcal Board

items have an overall perforation. For further

details please contact your local Armstrong sales

office.

All items with Extra Microperforation are

perforated overall, and are supplied with

acoustic correction from our Acoustic Solutions

range.  

A wider range of perforations, including variable

slot patterns are possible, please contact your

local Armstrong sales office for further details. 
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PERFORATIONS

5.
5

5.5 ø 2.5

Standard Perforation, 16% free area

ø 1.5

2.
15

4.3

Microperforation, 22% free area  

5

5 ø 0.7

Extra Microperforation, 1% free area

Standard Perforation Patterns

Semi-Standard Perforation Patterns (Commonly used alternative patterns)

Perforation 103 – 2.9mm ø 

16% free area

Perforation 107 – 4mm ø 

28% free area

Perforation 132 – 1.8mm ø 

20% free area

Perforation Rg 1820 – 1.8mm ø 

20% free area

Perforation 136 – 10 x 10mm 

60% free area

Specifiers who prefer a plain, solid aesthetic for

their ceilings, but also require the functionality of

a perforated tile to provide acoustic performance,

need look no further than our Extra

Microperforation.

With a hole diameter of just 0.7mm Extra

Microperforation establishes a new visual

dimension for metal ceiling tiles. The refined

detail of the perforation pattern is nearly invisible

when the ceiling tile is installed and yet achieves

a high sound attenuation and sound absorption

performance. Additionally, the ceiling tiles with

Extra Microperforation have a light reflectance

value close to that of plain un-perforated

ceilings.
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ACOUSTIC
SOLUTIONS

In basic terms, metal ceiling tiles can be

perceived as a four sided tray. The sides

of the tile may be engineered with edge

details to suit different suspension

systems, but as a simple tray, it acts as a

vehicle to carry different forms of acoustic

infill material.

Over the years, specifiers have come to

realise that one of the advantages of

perforated metal ceilings is their ability to

maintain the same visual appearance

across the project while varying the

acoustic performance in different areas

according to need.

Within the Armstrong Metal Ceilings Group

we have carried out laboratory acoustic

tests on an extensive range of infill

materials. As a result, and in keeping with

our Orcal brand aims of offering high

quality at an economic price, we have

selected two infill types for our standard

tile range, acoustic fleece and Premium

B15 which we believe cater for most

acoustic applications.

Sound absorption

Sound attenuation
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ACOUSTIC SOLUTIONS

Specifically developed by our mineral ceilings

division for use with Orcal metal tiles, Premium

B15 is an infill material that blends high sound

attenuation and absorption performance in one

simple infill solution.

PREMIUM B15

Room-to-Room

Perforation Pattern Sound Attenuation Sound Absorption

Dncw �w NRC

Standard Perforation 20dB 0.70(L) 0.70

Microperforation 20dB 0.75 0.80

Extra Microperforation 30dB 0.55(L) 0.65

Glossary of frequently used terms: -

Frequency 

The number of times per second in Hertz (Hz) at which

sound pressure waves are generated by a source.  

Hertz (Hz) 

The unit of frequency measurement. One cycle per

second is one Hertz. 

Noise Reduction Coefficient, NRC 

A single-number descriptor for random incidence sound

absorption coefficients. Defined in ASTM 423 90a as the

arithmetical average, to the nearest multiple of 0.05, of

the measured sound absorption coefficients at the four,

one-third octave band centre frequencies of 250, 500,

1000 and 2000 Hz. 

Reverberation 

The persistence of sound in an enclosure, due to its

continued reflection from the surfaces (walls, ceiling, floor,

etc.), after the sound source has ceased. Reverberation is

of significance in determining the quality and level of

sound in an enclosure. 

Reverberation Time 

The time, in seconds, required for reverberant sound in

an enclosure to decay to one-millionth (60 dB) of its

original intensity after the cessation of the sound source.

Reverberation time is frequency dependent and is

normally measured in one-third octave or octave bands. 

Sound Absorption 

The conversion of sound energy into heat (by friction)

when passing through or striking a material, or when

causing a volume of air to resonate. 

Sound Attenuation 

A term used in relation to the transmission of sound

between rooms sharing a common ceiling plenum.

Weighted Sound Absorption Coefficient, �w 

A single-number rating for random incidence sound

absorption coefficients determined in accordance with EN

ISO 11654. With this method, measured values obtained

in accordance with EN ISO 20354 are converted into

octave bands at 250, 500, 1000, 2000 and 4000 Hz and

are plotted on a graph. A standard reference curve is

then shifted towards the measured values until a "best fit"

is obtained. The derived value of alpha w will vary

between 0.00 and 1.00 but is only expressed in multiples

of 0.05 eg alpha w = 0.65. 

Weighted Suspended Ceiling Normalised Level

Difference, Dncw 

A single-number rating of the laboratory measurement of

room-to-room airborne sound insulation of a suspended

ceiling with a plenum above it. The rating is determined in

accordance with EN ISO 717-1 from measurements made

in accordance with EN 20140-9 over the one-third octave

band frequency range 100-3150 Hz.

In addition to our standard solutions, we are able to supply mineral wool pads in various combinations of thickness and density to

achieve absorption performances up to Alpha w 1.00. We encourage customers to discuss their acoustic requirements with us,

consequently if you have a specific acoustic problem please contact your local Armstrong office.  

All Armstrong acoustic data is obtained from independent laboratories in accordance with the relevant EN and ISO standards.

For most general open plan areas, non-woven

acoustic fleece provides a good level of

absorption performance. The acoustic fleece

fitted to Orcal metal ceiling tiles is heat bonded

to the rear of the tile and optimises flow

resistance characteristics for the best absorption

results.

ACOUSTIC FLEECE

A single solution for diverse requirements

The low density acoustic pads traditionally used in metal ceiling tiles fall short of the mark when higher

levels of room-to-room sound attenuation are needed. In selecting Premium B15 as the infill to 

Orcal perforated tiles, the diversity of cellular office spaces requiring attenuation performance for

speech privacy, and the need for absorption in open plan areas, is achieved in one single product.Further information can be found on pages 32 and 33. 

Room-to-Room

Perforation Pattern Sound Attenuation Sound Absorption

Dncw �w NRC

Plain 47dB 0.10(L) 0.10

Standard Perforation 41dB 0.60(H) 0.60

Microperforation 41dB 0.60(H) 0.60

Extra Microperforation 40dB 0.65 0.60
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3000
SUSPENSION
SYSTEM

Specially developed by the Armstrong

Metal Ceilings Group for use with the wide

range of Orcal ceiling systems, Orcal 3000

Suspension is a unique collection of

components purpose-designed to enable

quick, simple and economic installation of

the suspension grid.

Traditional methods of fixing metal ceiling

grids can be labour intensive, involving

individual parts such as hangers and

primary channels being screwed, or drilled

and bolted together. Principally, Orcal

3000 Suspension has been engineered to

reduce the number of mechanical fixings

necessary to a minimum, and, through the

clever design of labour-saving brackets

and clip-together components, to create a

fast and accurate installation process.

Orcal 3000 Suspension consists of two

parts: 

Primary Sections

These are the basic components that

feature in all installations irrespective of

the metal tile system being used.

Secondary Sections

These are the components that are

specific to the metal tile system being

used and connect to the Primary

Sections.

Orcal 3000 Suspension components are

manufactured from corrosion resistant

materials, and each system has been

comprehensively tested for safety.

Most Orcal 3000 Suspension components

are available from stock.

Primary sections

U-profile Threaded rod Clamping bracket U-profile connector
for threaded rod

Universal wall anchor Plug-in clip Combi Nonius hanger Eye wire

Nonius locking pin Nonius upper part

Clip-In

Spring A bar Spring A bar U-profile/Spring Quick hanger for 
connection pin A bar connector Spring A bar

Spring A bar Swing down clip Security bracket Swing down clip
connector splice security bracket

Secondary sections

Hook-On

Fastrak

H-beam Aluminium H-beam Steel U-profile/H-beam H-beam connector
connector

C-profile hanger C-profile connector/wall anchor

C-profile



ORCAL 3000 SUSPENSION SYSTEM

Primary sections

41
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SEMI-STANDARD
DETAILS

Semi-Standard Details

The ability to integrate building services

equipment is a major feature of metal ceiling

systems. Metal tiles can be engineered with cut-

outs, apertures and special details to

accommodate the proliferation of services

utilised in today’s modern building projects.

Whether the specifier selects a standard metal

tile or a more customised answer for his project,

lighting fittings, air conditioning grilles and fire

protection equipment need to be harmonised

with the ceiling system. For us, this is standard

practice, and the advanced manufacturing

capabilities of our metal ceiling facilities enable

Orcal products to be offered complete with

engineered solutions for the incorporation of

building services.

Special size and half module tiles can also be

produced when necessary to finish ceilings at

perimeters and other junctions.

Sprinkler head fitted through circular cut-out

Some of the many services equipment

incorporated within suspended ceilings
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SEMI-STANDARD DETAILS

The variety of building services requires flexible

manufacturing details

Axal tile with formed aperture for air diffuser grille

Special sized tiles to finish ceiling at the perimeter

Precision laser cutting of aperture for lighting fitting

Rear view of accurately formed aperture with 

stiffening angles

Rear view with lighting fitting

Face view of tile



A variety of aluminium extrusions and steel

channel sections are offered to provide

simple and effective detailing at the perimeter 

of the ceiling.

Whether the requirement is to finish the ceiling

directly against the perimeter wall, or to utilise

plasterboard margins, a choice of solutions are

available. Some of the sections have been

purpose designed for use with Axal, MicroLook

and Tegular tiles, and form part of our Axiom

Transition range of aluminium profiles.
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PERIMETER
SOLUTIONS

Axiom Profiles and Transitions both used to create

floated ceiling areas

Typical plasterboard margin with Axiom Transition

used at the interface with Axal tiles



Axiom Transitions are the ideal solution for metal

tile to plasterboard inter-faces.  Five extrusions

are available for use with Orcal metal tiles: 

• Axiom plasterboard perimeter trim

• Axiom Tegular / MicroLook Transition

• Axiom Axal Transition

• Axiom Transition Channel (cut metal tiles)

• Axiom Transition Angle
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PERIMETER SOLUTIONS

PERIMETER DETAILS AXIOM TRANSITION

Axiom Transition with Orcal Axal

Perimeter channel trim with cut Clip-In tiles

Axiom Transition angle with Silhouette

Axiom Transition channel

Axiom Tegular/MicroLook Transition

Field Cutting

Orcal tiles can be cut using tin snips, electric

sheet metal shears or band saw. Care must be

exercised to avoid damage to the painted

surface, bending or distortion of the tiles. 
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Axal

Board

Flush Tegular

600 x 600

600 x 600

625 x 625

600 x 600

625 x 625

1200 x 600

PerforationSize Acoustic Solution Colour

S
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Tegular 24/8

Tegular 24/11 Bevel Edge

Tegular 24/16

500 x 500

500 x 500

600 x 600

600 x 600

600 x 600

625 x 625

675 x 675

675 x 675

The following charts are offered as a guide to the

selection of Orcal range items and lists the

standard products currently available. Should

you require a combination of size, perforation,

acoustic infill or colour not indicated below,

please contact your local Armstrong office.

Across Europe customer preferences for

products change from country to country,

therefore, to be able to provide the best possible

service, we endeavour to tailor our product

range to suit the requirements of individual

markets. Consequently, it is important to note

that the availability of products will vary

according to country, however your local

Armstrong office will be pleased to assist you

with specific product range information.

24mm Grid
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PRODUCT INFORMATION

15mm Grid

continued overleaf…

Size
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MicroLook 15/8

MicroLook 15/16

600 x 600

600 x 600

500 x 500

500 x 500

675 x 675

675 x 675

Perforation Acoustic Solution Colour
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Fastrak 331

Hook-On
1500 x 400

2000 x 400

2500 x 400

1400 x 300

1400 x 500

Variable size

Variable size

Rectangular Panel Systems

Planks

Variable size
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ORCAL PRODUCT INFORMATION

ORCAL Clip-In 3mm Bevel for use with

Orcal 3000 suspension system

The following chart is offered as an aid to the

specification of our Clip-In 3mm Bevel items and

provides information on the tiles manufactured at

our production facilities in Rankweil, Austria and

Stafford, England.

We would draw your attention to the change in

tile edge details due to differing manufacturing

techniques employed at each plant. To simplify

the difference we have referenced Clip-In tiles

produced at Rankweil as ‘Type Q’, and at

Stafford as ‘Type S’.

40

19
.5

30
.7

76
.7

96
.2

28
.2

40
.0

11
.022

.0

87
.7

30
.7

Type Q Type S

All measurements in millimetres

Please note that whilst Type Q & Type S Clip-In tiles are both designed for use with 

Orcal 3000 Suspension they are not compatible within the same ceiling area.
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Clip-In 3mm Bevel

Type Q

KEY

Type S

Clip-In 3mm Bevel
Swing Down
Type Q (with Q-clip)

Clip-In 3mm Bevel
Swing Down Type S

Clip-In Square Edge

600 x 600

600 x 600

600 x 600

600 x 600

625 x 625

625 x 625

600 x 300

625 x 625

625 x 312.5

500 x 500

500 x 500

1200 x 300

1200 x 600

1800 x 400

1200 x 300

1200 x 600

1800 x 400

Perforation Acoustic Solution Colour
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Size

…continued from previous page



Handling and Storage

Ceiling components should be stored under

conditions of use in a dry interior location and

should remain in cartons until installation.

Cartons should be stacked and oriented as

shown on the carton. Care must be exercised

during handling and opening of cartons to avoid

damage. The use of soft cotton gloves is

recommended for tile installation.

Thermal Conductivity

(�) W/mK

50.0 : Steel

0.04 : Acoustic Fleece

0.055 : Premium B15

0.036 : Acoustic Mineral Wool pad

Humidity Exposure

Not greater than 70% RH @ 16˚-23˚C for long

term exposure. Not greater than 95%RH for

short term exposure during building site

installation. For external applications or

environments with high humidity levels, we

advise that products are supplied with powder

coat finish to both the visible and the rear faces.

Also, in these situations we recommend the use

of plain (unperforated) tiles.

Fire Reaction

B + L A1, M1

D Klasse A (DIN 4102)

E M0

F M0 (par nature)

I Classe 0 per definizione secondo  

il DM del 14,1,85

NL Klasse 1

UK Class 0 (UK & ROI Building Regulations)

Class 1 (BS 476: Part 7)

Weight

5 kg/m2 – Steel tile 

1.5 kg/m2 - Orcal 3000 Suspension 

3.5 kg/m2 - Premium B15

Cleaning

Dust should be removed from the painted

surface by wiping with a clean soft cloth. More

stubborn marks should be removed with a mild

household detergent in warm water. Excessive

use of water should be avoided. The use of

abrasive cleaners or scrubbing of the painted

surface is not recommended.

Quality Standard

Armstrong is a certified ISO Quality Assured

Manufacturer. All tiles and products are

manufactured to tolerances and quality

standards in accordance with TAIM (Technical

Association of Industrial Metal Ceiling

Manufacturers), and/or relevant national

standard, and to in-house manufacturing

methods and specifications. Where differences

exist between these and any expressed or

implied architectural specifications and

requirements, Armstrong’s manufacturing

standards will prevail unless stated otherwise.
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PRODUCT INFORMATION AND PERFORMANCE

Clip-In 5mm Bevel
600 x 600

600 x 300

675 x 675

500 x 500

1200 x 300

1500 x 300

1200 x 600
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